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Abstract 

 

This paper aims to explore the potential of using dialogue between intersectional and 

pragmatist theorising of transactional social relations.   By considering tensions within 

intersectional research, a position is developed which utilises a mutual constitution approach 

to intersectional theory and the dynamic, ongoing, complex social relations captured in 

pragmatist theorising.  It is argued that from this position race and ethnicity become actions 

in which, for example, Whiteness and Brownness, are defined in ongoing relation to each 

other.  Example data from a pilot study, designed to explore experiences of campus life, is 

analysed using this action sense of race.  The ‘Racing’ of experience within the data 

identifies how Whiteness and Brownness become constituted through a Male, South Asian, 

Muslim student’s experience of studying sport.  Whiteness in this context becomes secular, 

partying, and sporty-bravado-competitive, while Brownness is supressed Islamic, working 

not to perpetuate crude Brown-Muslim stereotypes and upset convivial, post-racial 

discourses.  It is envisaged that further data collection from student experiences of studying 

on the university campus will help to develop deeper insight, and importantly, dialogue about 

race, ethnicity, and privilege.   

 

Introduction 

 

The idea and motivation to develop this study grew from a previous research project 

which explored student identities during their engagement with a university sport course 
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(Ward and Scott, 2019).  Within this project, one student’s narrative was identified as 

‘surviving white space’ and the data prompted deeper questions about racialised experiences 

whilst studying sport.  Anecdotal evidence, collected during discussions with staff and 

students in different campus spaces, resulted in the impetus to explore the subtle interactions 

that occur on campus that define experiences of race and ethnicity.  To support the analysis of 

the significance of these ongoing and dynamic interactions, the purpose of this paper is to 

explore potential dialogue between pragmatist theorising of transactional social relations and 

intersectionality.  To realise this purpose, we focus upon on an approach within 

intersectionality that conceptualises oppressive systems of power as relational, working to 

both to supress, but also produce subjectivities.  A similar approach exists in transactional 

theorising of social relations, within which everything is always ‘becoming’, produced by 

ongoing action.  The aim of this paper is to explore how combining both approaches can 

support the possibility for capturing race and ethnicity within an ongoing, relational 

understanding of privilege.  Example data from a pilot study designed to capture student 

experiences whilst studying sport is used to explore the possible insights to be obtained from 

using this position. 

The exploration of theory and data offered by this paper is presented as a proposed 

means to research race and ethnicity as it is produced on a university campus.  It is also 

presented as a potential means to develop dialogue between staff and students through the 

sharing of narratives that reflect ongoing racialised experiences of campus life.  This paper 

first offers a clarification of the authors’ decision to use the category of BAME as a point of 

departure.  Data is then presented and analysed using an intersectional approach which 

foregrounds a theoretical discussion exploring contested uses of intersectional theorising to 

consider dialogue with pragmatism.  A discussion of the data is developed using this dialogue 

to consider the insight and usefulness of the findings.   



Defining racial groups and use of categorical terms 

 

According to McCall (2005) there is a conundrum in the very make-up of 

intersectionality; exploring the social location and identities of people within power relations 

necessitates some form of categorisation.  This process employs socially constructed labels 

that contain architectures which inherently reflect cultural contexts and dominant ideas (Bale, 

et al., 2020; Choo and Ferree, 2010).  Warner and Shields (2017), for example, show how 

Riggs’s (2012) reflexive use of ‘Asian’ aims to avoid the homogenising assumption that this 

racial category shares a cohesive, shared experience.  Such assumptions can obscure the 

diversity and distinctive nature of the lives of those the ‘grouping’ aims to represent.  McCall 

(2005) argues this problematisation of the social construction of categories can be understood 

as an ‘inter-categorical complexity’ approach within intersectionality.  This acknowledges the 

problems of using categories, however, this use becomes provisional to understand how such 

categories function to reinforce structures of inequality.   

For example, a presupposition may be made that South Asian men are at a 

disadvantage in a particular context.  However, more nuanced analysis may reveal that it is 

class that is the more dominant process that works to develop under-privilege.  Similarly, 

experience of race and ethnicity may vary within a context, where a South Asian man may 

experience being Asian in a different way to his Muslim ethnicity.  In this paper we chose to 

use the term Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic (BAME) to identify students who are a racial 

minority.  However, in approaching privilege as ‘becoming’ in nature we also approach 

BAME as an ongoing heterogenic category.  As a result, students’ identification of being an 

ethnic minority does not necessarily reflect a homogeneous experience of either their race or 

ethnicity.  By approaching the experience of privilege in this way we hope to be able to say 



something about how students actively negotiate both immediate, and wider power relations 

during their lives on a university campus (Brah, 1996).   

 

A sense of space as place 

 

Power relations are negotiated by staff and students in their navigation of the social 

and physical architecture of university campuses (Dowler and Sharp, 2001).  Understanding 

the significance of ‘space’ and sense of ‘place’ has become a growing seam of research 

looking to explore geographies of power (Hopkins, 2010).  Amsden et al., (2012) suggests 

‘place’ refers to a geographic area of human interactions. These can be based on numerous 

activities practiced through, for example, work and recreation.  Meanings produced through 

these interactions can create associations such as, belonging or exclusion (Christou, 2011).   

Crouch (2000; p.66) suggests to fully explore the complexity of meanings created within a 

sense of place, the “geometric co-ordinates” of physical, economic, and social interactions 

within the ‘space’ of place require exploration.  Conceptually, ‘space’ provides the geo-

human location in which ‘place’ symbolises the significance of actions practiced within the 

space.   

These concepts can become very useful when exploring the significance of university 

campuses and the experiences of those practicing their everyday lives within refectories, 

classrooms, sports centres, and libraries. Intersectional concepts such as faith, social class, 

‘race’ and gender become salient considerations because these identities are embodied within 

the cultural practices that identify space and place (Collins, 2010).  The latter both produce 

individual identities whilst also being created by cultural practices actioned within them 

(Loukaitou-Sideris, 2002).  Spaces and places can vary both in relation to individual 

experiences and change in their physical and geographical location (Amsden et al., 2012).  



Taking an embodied position on space and place allows the historical significance and 

continuity of meanings to emerge from changes in both individual experience, and at the 

physical and geographical level (Low, 2003).  A sense of belonging, for example, can change 

overtime but also remain coherent, despite, for example, the demolition or repurposing of a 

particular space.  Walking interviews are one methodological tool which have been used to 

explore the embodied experience of space and place (Evans and Jones, 2011).  There are 

various formats of walking interview, however, universally. they involve a researcher 

interviewing a participant while accompanying them around agreed geographical locations 

(Clark and Emmel, 2010).  Walking interviews help to provide insights into how the 

participant identifies with specific spaces, in particular, how their sense of place is produced 

through their interactions and how these are associated with and within the historical 

materialises of the space (Kusenbach, 2003).  These reflections can develop into rich 

exchanges that may not occur in traditional sit-down interviews (Butler and Derrett, 2014). 

 

Example data from walking interviews exploring student experiences if campus life 

 

The example data below, was collected using a walking interview methodology in 

which participants were recruited as volunteers from a cohort of recent sport graduates.  

Ethical approval was sought from the university ethics committee and data was collected 

prior to the COVID 19 pandemic.  Participants decided upon their route around the campus 

while concurrently being encouraged to talk about their experiences of these places (Evans 

and Jones, 2011).  One of the interviews with a male student who identified as being South 

Asian, reflected explicit racialised experiences.  This prompted a search for a position which 

would capture the ongoing contextual experiences of race and ethnicity reflected in the data.  

The latter is first presented and discussed using an intersectional approach to the analysis.  



Following this analysis, the potential to further explore the significance of the data by 

adopting a transactional position on this intersectionality is explored.  This exploration 

considers potential dialogue with a transactional position which is followed by a return to the 

discussion of the data to see what further insight can be generated.  During the Saturday 

morning tour of the predominantly commuter student campus, Hamza (pseudonym) directed 

the interviewer to a specific classroom and recalled his Year 2 lectures in Sport Sociology.  

“In classroom like this, there was more togetherness, where as in the sports hall there 

was more like, it was more about competitiveness trying to be the best and showing off, 

whereas in the classroom the learning aspect, there was a different environment.  If I 

was being 100% honest I would rather be in the classroom than in a practical, ‘cos even 

now I am at (name of university) doing my PGCE in PE, I even say to a lot of students 

there ‘cos I am the only Asian there, the rest are are (pause)White….I would rather stay 

in the classroom than be out doing practical…..……it’s not that I feel isolated, well 

actually I do feel isolated, when it comes to lunches and breaks I am alone in a multi-

faith room…..In second year me and (names of fellow South Asian students) got a lot 

closer, I don’t know how it happened but we started going Eid shopping together and go 

watch a movie, we’d sit together in class ‘cos we understood each other.”  

 

This self-directed visit to a classroom unearths a response layered in past and present, shaped 

through Hamza’s experience of his race and ethnicity.  He switches in tenses from past to 

present, the classroom allowing him a reference point for experiences on his current and 

previous HE experiences.  Hamza’s past and ongoing negotiation of a known, and to him, a 

vividly White, campus community, creates a clear racial and ethnic experience of difference.  

Sports spaces in both the past and present, create tension, foregrounded through his South 

Asian race, in which competition and bravado must be tolerated.  This hints at a nuanced 

masculinity, different from the norm for male Sport students or one in which a difference in 

skin colour makes his participation more visual.  Classroom-based lectures support a greater 

sense of inclusion because he can share his identity with fellow Muslim South Asian 

students.  However, this sense of inclusion is confined by Hamza hinting at difficulties posed 



by this shared identity.  On his current PGCE course he engages where he is obliged to do so, 

but then retreats to a multi-faith room.  When he reflects further, these difficulties become 

more historical:  

“It’s not the fact that we could not fit in with the other guys, but for example if me and 

(names of South Asian students) are sitting at a table full of, I’m not a racist you know, 

but if we are sitting with some White people and you listen to the conversation, like if 

the lecturer sets a classroom discussion class, the topic will change, believe me it’s 

natural, they talk about going out, this and that and when they talk about clubbing and 

smoking, it is like they are having their own conversation and we are listening and 

realistically what can we talk about other than football?…..our culture means we can’t 

do that stuff….other than sports I never really talked about anything else, nothing else 

was aroused……….Our habitus and (names of students) was totally different, our field 

and this field is totally different. Us as Asian Pakistanis we are coming into a White 

man’s field it was a big change for us……” 

 

Campus life is very different to the life he lives elsewhere, and Hamza uses some of his 

understanding of sociology to sum up the racial and ethnic difference that existed in his past 

and present university life.  He is clearly concerned that he is being racist in identifying racial 

differences and alternative ways of being a student.  As such Hamza demonstrates how he did 

not want to upset a fine line of being tolerated by not complying with an expected mode of 

being a sport student.  Off task student exchanges were an important part and parcel of the 

classroom culture he experienced.  Though these exchanges, students developed association 

and social relations.  Not feeling able to share what he interprets as the norm of student 

behaviour, other than talking about football, produced a sense of difference and exclusion.  

Most students on his course were White and thus for Hamza the sporty, competitive, and 

partying culture was White.  It is as if a semi-permeable glass wall emerged from this tension 

which served to protect a shared Islamic identity of his fellow Asian students while 

concurrently allowing Hamza to be present, yet not a fully paid-up member of White 

mainstream student life.   



Retreating to a multi-faith room has become a way of surviving the seemingly similar 

Whiteness of his current PGCE course.  This strategy developed from his undergraduate 

studies and is reflected in the following excerpt of data which was produced while walking 

towards and standing outside the multi-faith room on campus: 

“Friday is a day where we have an obligatory prayer….as a group (of male Asian friends 

from his course) we would go to the multi-faith room so we would lead our own, we 

would use the facilities provided, which we are really grateful for…..(found out about 

access to the multi-faith room through a student on another course) when you look at it, it 

does not look like you can go in there but when you get your fob (key), it was our chilling 

room ‘cos no one ever goes there.  That was our chilling room we would relax take our 

shoes off and sit on the floor, just talk, have our lunches in there.  Most of the time I 

preferred to go in there as no one goes in there, you have the whole place to yourself…… 

If I wanted to umm umm (long pause) read the Koran, I like can read in there, I can 

read aloud and no one can pressure me but very rarely does someone come in there that 

had not been in before……. 

 

Captured in the removal of his footwear, Hamza describes the dual significance of the multi-

faith room on campus; it is a place where he and his friends could be Islamic sports students 

relaxing between lectures whilst also attending to their spirituality.  He remained unsure 

about sharing this commitment to his faith and this reflected the difficulty of finding places 

where he could openly be both a student and Muslim.  Despite being a non-descript, unused 

and potentially off-limits space, the multi-faith room created a specially provided space, for 

which he was grateful.  This gratitude, however, wass laced with ironic servitude as he 

further explained the meanings of this space: 

“If you come into a Whiteman’s world and you are just sitting there reading the Koran, 

you know exactly what some might think, aka a terrorist…..they will look at him and 

asks why can’t he do that in his own time…..it’s things like these little things, I don’t 

know, if I watch an Islamic lecture on my phone I can put it loud in here, but in there 

(campus cafe) people would ask what’s he listening to? You know what I am saying? It’s 

about how you adapt to the situation, if I do it in here I can have it on loud and no one 

can say anything as you come in here you know what to expect and in there I would 



have to have it on low as someone is going to say what’s this guy doing, why’s he listen to 

certain things?”  

 The multi-faith room functioned as a sanctuary, away from his ongoing alertness to a 

potentially accusatory gaze.  It offered a place away from being identified as a potential 

radical Muslim hiding, bloody thoughts.  It was a refuge where secular, White students would 

not venture.  If they did, they knew what to expect, this was a place where Hamza was free to 

be non-secular, non-White.  The absence of threat of an accusatory gaze, allowed him and his 

group of male South Asian friends to practice their faith, race and ethnicity whilst also being 

students, enjoying down time between studying.    The long pause in his disclosure to the 

researcher about reading the Koran evidenced his continual awareness of the questioning 

gaze outside of this space.  Being set aside and separate from other campus buildings worked 

for both Hamza and for the campus culture.  It was an enclave within which, what goes on 

inside is hidden by the non-descript, off-limits look of the building. 

 This data helps to demonstrate how Hamza’s experiences of his South Asian heritage 

are encapsulated in intersections with his masculinity and Islamic faith, and the race, 

ethnicity, and gender of those with whom he interacts and the places in which these 

interactions occur.  The latter are both subtle and contextual, whilst at the same time are 

interconnected to wider power relations.  Hamza was required to negotiate fundamental 

aspects of his identity in order not to create tension within the White secular campus culture.   

Hamza did not to want to perpetuate radical Muslin stereotypes or face the consequences of 

challenging the seemingly convivial, secular, racial relations.  Rather, he drew association 

from a shared identity with other South Asian Muslim students and in doing so, made their 

fellowship racially visible.  This demonstrates how privilege lay with being White and 

secular and reveals how being South Asian and Muslim requires faith to be subordinate and 

hidden, whilst seeking a shared identity and kinship become openly racial.  In being openly 



racial this kinship, with further investigation, may have worked against Hamza’s efforts not 

to perpetuate racial stereo types. 

This data reflects how Hamza’s Masculine South Asian Muslim identity is both 

produced and producing through his ongoing identity, his interactions with his South Asian 

Muslim friends and secular Whiteness.  To say something more about this active engagement 

in being produced and producing of race, ethnicity, and gendered experiences, there is 

potential here to explore dialogue between action-based theories of social relations and 

intersectionality.  To develop this dialogue, we first turn to intersectional theorising and use 

contested terrain to seek relations with an ongoing, dynamic theorising of social relations 

contained within pragmatism.  By using an action centred approach to intersectionality, we 

hope to say something about how the action centred and ongoing nature of the intersections 

and interactions between Hamza’s racial, ethnic, and gendered experiences of campus life. 

 

Critical Race Theory (CRT) and Intersectional Research 

 

Emerging from North America law studies, CRT privileges the voices of those 

racialised as ‘other’ and faces-up to race-neutrality through direct examination of systems of 

privilege that are manifested and maintained through ‘Whiteness’ (Hylton, 2010).  White 

people are not individual or collective targets of CRT, rather it is the implicit Whiteness of 

the processes that privilege White people that becomes the focus of attention.  CRT adopts 

the position that the world is fundamentally racist and provides a framework through which 

conventions can be challenged and antiracist practices can be developed.  Critical Race 

Theory (CRT) is particularly sceptical of institutions, social structures and groups that 

purport to be fair, level and accessible across race and ethnic boundaries.  Such contexts often 

purport to be ‘colour blind’ meritocracies, however, from the position of CRT, being blind to 

race is analogous to blindness to White privilege.  It is this blindness that reproduces 



racialised inequality (Hylton, 2010; p.336; Lander, 2014).  Users of CRT work to understand 

and redress the experiences of oppressed and disadvantaged groups born out of their race, 

ethnicity, nationality or multiple social intersections (Hylton, 2010).   

 

Race as a contested social construct 

 

The shifting terminologies used to categorise and discuss race help to demonstrate 

how race and racism are contested social constructions.  Burdsey (2007) argues that while 

CRT works to resist racial subjugation, it aims to do so while concurrently recognising race 

as a social construction.  To avoid the trivialisation and reproduction of racial stereotypes, 

myths and inequalities, CRT adopts a cautious approach to seemingly unproblematic uses of 

‘race’ and other categorisations along racial lines (Brah, 1996; Bonilla-Silva, 2006).  Hylton 

(2010) suggests categorisations can support the reproduction of exclusion and inequity and 

thus demand a critical position from which they can be explored, examined, and disrupted.  

Therefore, similar to the processes that racialise and subordinate, anti-racist analyses demand 

approaches that are not static, reductionist, essentialist, ahistorical or ill-defined (Hylton, 

2010).  A dynamic critical position can enable hidden systems of racial oppression to be 

deconstructed despite their seeming non-racialising, meritocratic constructions of equality of 

opportunity.  In the data cited above the sporty, competitive, and partying culture, on the face 

of it, is essentially a harmless, raceless, normality for sport students, a meritocratic place 

where individual agency can work to ascribe social acceptance.   However, Hamza reveals 

how the absence of dialogue about different ways of being a sport student, creates significant 

inequity in relation to those who cannot affiliate fully to this culture.    Hamza demonstrates 

how his masculinity, faith and South Asian heritage make it hard to gain traction within this 

culture and as a result he becomes peripheral to it, seeking the collegiality of those who share 



this peripheral position.  In Hamza’s case these students are South Asian and as a result, this 

collegiality becomes racialised.  This helps to provide an example of how colour-blindness 

and race neutrality, even when it is inadvertently reproduced, appears to be non-racialising, 

however, can work to reproduce racial inequality. 

 

Colour-blindness and race neutrality 

 

According to Bonilla- Silva (2006) by not attending to race, colour blindness works to 

distance itself from the need for anti-racism, through a belief in the power of individual 

agency, meritocracy, and pluralist markets to deconstruct the reproduction of racialised 

inequality.  This abstracted form of liberalism, defined through its distancing from the 

reproduction of historical social inequalities, creates a paradox in which social policies that 

initially set out to address inequality, become ineffectual through the very liberal system that 

creates them.  CRT thus becomes crucial in developing transformatory positions which stand 

in opposition to notions of freedom based upon individualised competition.  CRT uses 

storytelling and counter-story telling as key epistemological tools to make visible the voices 

which have been subordinated by colour-blind, a-political modes of thinking (Hylton, 2010).  

This brings the fore the role of race but also intersections of class and gender into the 

production of racialised inequality.   

 

Intersectionality 

 

Crenshaw (1989) used the term ‘intersectionality’ to demonstrate how legal systems and 

resistance movements such as feminism overlooked women with multiple marginalised and 

subordinated identities.  Born from political struggle to demonstrate the compounding under-



privilege derived from being Black, working class and female, intersectionality has sought to 

understand the interrelations and boundaries constituted by race, class and gender.  Crenshaw 

(1989; 1991) aimed to theorise how nobody is ever located only in one category, rather, 

people are multiply located.  Whilst these different locations may decentre one another they 

function collectively.  As a result, no subject possesses a single gender position, racialised 

position, etc.  In doing so, intersectionality aims to interrogate the overlapping architectures 

of interdependent, identity-specific discrimination and disadvantage (Collins, 1990).  

Intersectionality is often misconceived as an additive theorising of identity in which Black 

women suffer a ‘triple jeopardy’ of oppression by suffering from sexism, racism and being 

working class (Prins, 2006; p.278). Instead, intersectionality is used to explore how gender, 

race and class co-construct each other and reveal the processes of individual social inequality 

(Prins, 2006).  In Hamza’s case we can see how his masculinity, faith and South Asian 

heritage intersect in his racialisation by the sporty, competitive, partying culture of his year 

group.  These intersections also emerge through his interactions with the secular campus 

culture, where visible expressions of his Islamic faith are limited to a nondescript multi-faith 

room for fear of upsetting racial conviviality by being perceived as a radical Muslim.   

 

Disputes within intersectional theorising 

 

Since its inception, intersectionality has been used across academic disciplines.  

Within Higher Education it has become an established position from which to examine the 

reproduction of privilege and inequality.  According to Nash (2017) this rapid growth in 

intersectional research has been accompanied with significant dispute.  Contestations exist as 

to whether it is a theory or heuristic devise, if white scholars can use it, what methodologies 

can be applied in its usage and if it can be employed authentically beyond the lives of black 



women (Nash, 2017).  Harris and Patton (2018; p.6.) argue researchers can ‘undo’ 

intersectionality by not keeping the radical vision of social justice in mind.  As a result, 

research becomes depoliticised, neutral and overlooks the implicit commitment to unveil 

structures of inequality and to resist and transform multiple vectors of oppression.  In doing 

so, such research becomes watered down and isolated from relations of power and effectively 

‘whitened’ (Bilge, 2013).  Harris and Patton (2018; p.15) characterise keyways in which 

limited uses of intersectional research in Higher Education lead to its ‘ornamental usage’, 

erasure of the race and ethnicity of its historical founding ‘mothers’ through miss-definition 

and miss-application.  These limitations mainly result from a preoccupation with micro level 

intersections of social identities, without connecting them to both micro and macro level 

intersections of structures of oppression.  Such omissions conflate intersectionality with 

‘additive models of identity’ and divorce it from ‘structural and political accountability’ 

(Harris and Patton, 2018; p.16).  These accounts, for example, suggest a multiplying of 

oppression for Black, working class women (Harris and Patton, 2018). Experiential positions 

on social relations in which, race, gender, class and disability, are simultaneous and co-

constituted have been developed to overcome these essentialist notions of common 

experience of women or men (Flintoff, Fitzgerald and Scraton, 2008)  

In Hamza’s case, we can see the vivid reflections of macro discourses about race and 

ethnicity in the micro contexts of the university campus.  In choosing where to spend down 

time with friends, Hamza actively negotiates the secular gaze of the campus refectory by 

finding a place on the campus where he can practice both down time from lectures and his 

faith.  This does not suggest that all male, South Asian, Muslim students will negotiate the 

campus culture in the same way because the practicing faith and doing of down time do not 

necessarily mean the same to people and the spaces in which these are practiced.  Brah 

(1996) for example, proposes a framework of structure, culture and agency as mutual 



dimensions of experience to explore South Asian women’s positions within the UK labour 

market.   This differentiated, heterogeneous position on lived experience helps to dismantle a 

stable and ascribed view of identity, to reveal a complex action position.  In Brah’s (1996) 

research this position helps to reveal how women respond and negotiate inequality that is 

manifested in the practice of everyday living in the UK.  Collins (2011) suggests it is by 

avoiding notions of experience as an essentialised category of identity, which creates the 

possibility of dialogical relations between intersectionality and pragmatism.   Such dialogue 

helps each position’s blind spot to become strengthened. 

 

‘Mutual constitution’ as potential dialogue between Pragmatism and Intersectionality  

 

The risks of static and structural uses of intersectionality are discussed by Ali, et al. 

(2010), who suggest they lie in the structure-agency dichotomy that can emerge when using 

Crenshaw’s initial theorising of intersectionality.  Crenshaw (1994) employed a street 

metaphor of roads and traffic lights to represent the different avenues of post-colonial, gender 

and race power that structure and subordinate lives.  Ali, et al. (2010) discuss how these road 

layouts of power determine experiences and help to identify systems of oppression and 

disadvantage.  However, Ali et al. (2010) also raise the issue how this metaphor of street 

systems has been problematised by later users of intersectional thinking.  The rigidity of the 

structure of the roads has been critiqued for overlooking and simplifying the dynamic ways in 

which power works.    In Hamza’s case he is not a passive victim of the secular campus 

culture but actively negotiates where he can be visibly Islamic.  He also suggests that he has 

openly discussed with fellow students on his current PGCE course why he prefers to be in a 

classroom rather than doing practical.  For a student studying to teach a practical subject this 

must present a complex power dynamic to negotiate. 



To capture these power dynamics, the idea of ‘mutual constitution’ has emerged, 

particularly in British uses of intersectionality, in which different dynamic relations between 

subjectivities, power structures and experiences can be captured (Ali, et al., 2010; p.652).  

Prins (2006) suggests this reflects a more Foucauldian approach in which power is viewed as 

a relation rather than a property.  These relations, identifiable by resistance and conflict, work 

to both supress but also produce subjectivities.  Such a view creates the space for power 

relations to shift, for subjectivities to negotiate and create new relations.   This relational, 

constructivist understanding, helps to expose the varying levels of oppression that different 

structures can create.  Ali, et al. (2010) discuss how the American, systemic uses of 

intersectionality, can lead to a view in which subjectivities are primarily constituted by 

subordination and marginalisation. In ‘mutual constitution’ uses, subjects are not merely 

subject to subordinating systems of power but are agenetic and ‘becoming’ in their 

subjectivity (Prins, 2006).  Identities thus, emerge from the narratives of peoples’ lives in 

which gender, race and class both limits, but importantly, also enables.    Whilst gender, race 

and class constitute the subject they do so in differing, but not simply determining ways.    

In the data cited from our pilot study, Hamza was active in the practice of his Islamic 

identity.  This action worked within the perceived exclusivity and potential accusatory gaze 

that is manifested in the predominantly White campus.  Hamza continued to be part of 

discussions in class and engaged in conversations about lecture material and football.  

However, when it came to discussing partying, he could not engage and share.  The secular 

Whiteness of the partying created Hamza’s silence and his ‘otherness’.  To protect himself 

from isolation and from this ‘otherness’ he sought the commonality of fellow South Asian 

students both in the classroom and in the multi-faith room.  The latter was a less visual place, 

and the strategy aimed not to perpetuate radicalisation tropes.  The former was racially visual 

in the White classroom and may have had the potential to perpetuate White beliefs that South 



Asian students did not want to integrate and ‘preferred their own kind’.  There is a sense here 

that both Hamza’s Islamic South Asianess and the Whiteness of his course and campus, were 

produced and concurrently producing of each other.    

 

Co-construction of community 

 

Collins (2012) believes pragmatism can help to support this produced and producing 

understanding of identity whilst also addressing its own blindness to power.  This can be 

achieved by adopting community as a unit of analysis as it is through communities that 

people comprehend and work with social inequalities (Collins, 2012).    Communities help 

people to make sense of social structures and guide their responses to their own particular 

positions within them.  Concurrently, it through the use of symbols and organising principles 

of communities, that institutions structure rewards and opportunities.  These are contained 

within hierarchical architectures imbued with intersecting social phenomena.  The latter work 

to privilege particular access to these opportunities and rewards.   Colins (2012) thus argues 

community enables the researcher to capitalise upon intersectionality’s ability to see the 

workings of power and build upon pragmatism’s historical strength of analysing the social 

self, experience and the significance of symbols that construct communities.  Communities 

thus medicate between individuals and social institutions.  

 

Micro and Macro relations within co-construction of community 

 

Such a position becomes additionally strengthened by both pragmatism and 

intersectionality’s emphasis upon the relationships between people in their co-construction of 

community.  Intersectionality has a tradition of analysing the relational processes through 

which systems of power produce social positions which necessarily accrue or loose meaning 



and power in relation to other social positions.  Pragmatism too has a ‘robust’ approach to the 

analysis of relational processes, albeit without a focus on power (Collins, 2012; p.454).  

Thus, rather than describing static differences between individuals, the relations between 

people in the co-construction of communities becomes the point of departure.   This 

relationality extends to connections between actual social relations and the worldviews they 

produce.  Collins (2012) suggests the ability of intersectionality to provide and account for 

the inter-social locations of those both within and on the periphery of communities, creates a 

potential fluidity of analysis of the interrelations among, and between, the co-production of 

systems and categories of power.  In the data from our pilot study, we can see the micro and 

the macro significance of the intersections of Hamza’s Masculine Islamic South Asianess.  At 

the micro level this becomes created by an inability to engage and share in partying and 

‘showing off’ in practical lectures.  At the macro level we can see how Hamza’s sensitivity to 

Islamic stereotypes work to make him seek a space in which he will not antagonise a 

potential accusatory White gaze by acting his faith in public.  

 

Pragmatist theorising of human relations as ‘becoming’ 

 

Pragmatist theorising considers that it is through dynamic, ongoing, complex social 

relations that we derive meanings about the world.  Meaning making, the active engagement 

of people within these ongoing experiences, thus becomes a key point of departure for 

pragmatist researchers.  These are approached by considering the incompleteness of humanity 

in which everything is always ‘becoming’ rather than finished.  From this position human 

subjectivity is understood to be constituted via pragmatic action within ongoing social 

relations (Dickstein, 1998).  In understanding humanity as ‘becoming’, knowledge claims 

within pragmatism are not absolute.  Social justice, therefore, is not considered foundational 



to understanding human experience.  As a result, patriarchy and racism are not seen as given 

entities.  

According to Collins (2012) this anti-foundationalism limits pragmatism as a political 

project and is a consistent area of critique for pragmatist theorists.  Larsson and Quennerstedt 

(2016) suggest this limitation emphasises how some mainstream pragmatists such as John 

Dewey are blind to questions of power and privilege in social life.  Using a genealogical 

analysis of pragmatism, Collins (2012) explores how some critical pragmatists have 

attempted to locate their analysis of social relations as part of struggles to build communities 

among different people with different backgrounds.  Collins (2012) argues if such writers had 

been less marginal in the historical development of pragmatism, issues of how race, class and 

gender shape experience, may have become more prominent.  Sullivan (2001) explores how 

pragmatist theorising can be worked together with theories of social justice, in order to better 

understand power inequities within ongoing embodied social relations.  Her theorising of 

John Dewey’s transactional understanding of social action reveals how the interlacing of 

pragmatist approaches with theories of social justice can be achieved.     

 

Dewey’s theorising of action as transaction  

 

In his theorising of experience, Dewey (1938/1997) initially used the term 

‘interaction’ to encapsulate the mutuality of social action, however, this was later changed to 

‘transaction’ (Dewey and Bentley 1949/1991).  To capitalise on Dewey’s theorising and 

explore social justice within ongoing social relations, Sullivan (2003) draws specific attention 

to the misunderstandings which can arise through the mistaken association between these two 

terms.  According to Biesta and Burbules (2003) differentiating between them is central to 

understanding the usefulness of Dewey’s work.  To exemplify the important distinction 



between ‘interaction’ and ‘transaction’, Sullivan (2001) utilises a metaphoric comparison 

between a ‘tossed salad’ and a ‘stew’.  Whilst the latter are not unproblematic, they do help to 

identify the core tenant of Dewey’s conceptualising of social relations.  Sullivan (2001) 

equates ‘interaction’ with a tossed salad, which describes an exchange or relation between 

independently constituted beings.  In a salad, cucumber, spring onions and lettuce leaves are 

contained in a common bowl and do not affect each other’s existence in any ongoing way.  

Interaction thus reflects an atomistic and dualist view of social relations in which differences 

are preserved (Sullivan, 2001).   

 In a stew, however, difference and continuity are present as the meat and vegetables 

do not melt into each other, nor do they remain completely distinct.  The contents of the stew 

absorb the flavours of each other and as such, they coexist through the connections and 

continuities constituted within the stew.  By permitting relations between continuity and 

distinctions of difference, ‘transaction’ moves beyond dualist, atomistic conceptions of 

human relations.   Whilst ‘interaction’ preserves individual identity through distinctness, it 

does not develop a view of an ongoing dynamic relation between individuals.  From a 

transactional standpoint, boundaries between object and subject are not fixed but become 

permeable.  Biesta and Burbles (2003) demonstrate how within such a position people 

become organisms within environments that are all at once social, cultural, political and 

physical.  Both organism and environment become co-constituted through ongoing action.  It 

is this action on action which means both environment and organism shift and change and be 

mutually constituted (Biesta and Burbles, 2003). 

Moore (2011) contends this shifts knowledge from ‘what-is’ to the realm of 

‘possibilities’. Knowledge changes from being a noun to a verb, an action, to ‘knowing’.  By 

theorising a mutual relation between continuity and change, past experiences are recognised 

as being part of ongoing social relations (Quennerstedt, Öhman and Öhman, 2011).  In this 



way people re-actualise experiences in relation to the meanings generated from particular 

events.  Change becomes the relations we draw between our immediate and past experiences.  

These new relations lead to new or extended meanings of the re-actualised actions.  As a 

consequence, prior experiences are not considered as memories of past action, rather they 

change continuously through different experiences.  This dissolves a sequential notion of 

time of past, present and future (Östman and Öhman, 2010).  Social relations become sites 

where past, present and future mutually coexist in which “the present extends through the 

past and future” (Rogoff, 1995; p155).  All events, therefore, become extensions of previous 

events, focussed towards future directions of action that are yet to be enacted.   

 

Race as an action; racing Whiteness, Brownness, Blackness and Yellowness  

 

The theorising of continuity and change in this way shifts our view of absolute and 

static social subjectivities to social phenomena which are always ‘becoming’ (Larsson and 

Quennerstedt, 2016).  The dissolution of past, present and future allows recognition of the 

existence of more foundational social justice theorising of inequality and privilege.  

Historical social relations become past, present and future, through action, for example, the 

‘racing’ and ‘gendering’ of social contexts.  Harries’s (2017) exploration of youth 

experiences of race demonstrates how past, present, and future are reflected in the navigation 

and contestation of racial identities.  Specifically, how post-racial discourses and universal 

ideals work to depower historical discourses of racial injustices.  The ‘racing’ of identities 

created for example, through racist acts, is shifted to one side in order to support the 

maintenance of conviviality and integrationist logics.  It is within these negotiations that 

Harris (2018) reveals how young people work to develop different ways undermine and 

challenge racism by disrupting and manipulating how they are identified.  In this sense White 

privilege remains, however, becomes negotiated and challenged in different ways.  



Transactional positions are more explicitly anti-foundationalist in their approach to social 

relations and thus, do not assume that White privilege is the same within every context.  

White privilege is thus allowed to shift depending upon the transactional relations of a 

context at a particular point in time.   Sullivan (2011; p.158) argues a transactional 

understanding of race requires us to understand races as ‘dynamically co-constituting’ in 

which their distinctiveness remain.  Rather than collapsing in on each other into a non-

descript khaki colour, Whiteness is constituted by Blackness, Yellowness, Asianess or 

Mixed-Raceness, in a dynamic relation (Sullivan, 2011).   

 

Preserving difference  

 

For anti-racist theorists, however, the preservation of the distinctiveness of Whiteness 

is not unproblematic.  According to MacMullan (2005) for some anti-racists the preservation 

of Whiteness reproduces the notion of domination, exploitation and exclusion.  However, for 

Sullivan (2001) race is not a “veneer laid over a racially neutral core of a person.  It is not 

something that can be eliminated by the conscious decision not to have a race.” (p. 162).  

Similarly, MacMullan (2005) suggests race is created in the convergence of biology and 

culture and it is the resultant morphology that plays a symbolic role in how social groups 

form (Outlaw, 1996).  These groups can be hugely diverse and as such our understanding of 

ethnicity should not be assimilated into race, or ethnicity into race.  Race encapsulates 

broader social groupings and social relations which ethnicity cannot.  Collapsing ethnicity 

into race, results in blinding social relations to White privilege (Sullivan, 2001).  However, in 

transactional terms maintaining Whiteness becomes dynamic in that from this position it is 

possible to recognise the opportunities for ongoing transformation in relation to other races.   

The preservation of Whiteness creates questions over the reproduction of privilege 

through the grouping into races or ‘raciation’, and the valorising of particular racial culture 



through ‘racialism’.  Outlaw (1996) rejects the idea that we should seek social justice by 

eliminating racial ideas and practices.  This racialism of Whiteness aims to acknowledge the 

inevitability of the colouring of human existence through race and does not necessarily lead 

to racial hierarchies.  However, Sullivan (2001) opposes such a position by drawing an 

important distinction in the relationship between raciation and racialism.  According to 

Sullivan (2001) raciation, the grouping of people on racial grounds, is independent of 

racialism, the valuing racial identity, however, she contends racialism inevitably 

encompasses raciation.  Raciation is not as symmetrical as Outlaw (1996) implies and 

without challenging historical understandings about racial groupings, privilege becomes 

reproduced along racial grounds (Sullivan, 2001).  Outlaw’s (1996) support for racialism, 

through the valorising of racial practices, additionally overlooks how valorising race holds 

very different meanings for different racial groups.  Affirming Whiteness reproduces 

privilege over other races and conversely valorising Blackness becomes a rejection of this 

domination (MacMullan, 2005).  The ongoing mutual coexistence of past, present, future 

within pragmatist understandings of social relations becomes crucial to challenging this 

position by recognising distinctness, and crucially, asymmetry in meanings between racial 

groups.   Sullivan’s (2001) important distinction between raciation and racialism provides us 

with a position of possibilities.  In making this distinction, Sullivan (2001) provides a 

position from which White people can act to maintain White privilege but also conversely to 

confront and undermine it.  While transactional theorising preserves race through raciation, 

the possibility is created for White people to use their Whiteness in ways which work against 

itself to eliminate the privilege it bestows upon itself.  Such rejection of racialism and offer of 

an ongoing dynamic of possibility with social relations, allow us to see how Whiteness, 

Blackness, Brownness and Yellowness can change and shift within different contexts. 

 



Discussion and conclusions 

 

When we return to the example data and consider it from this new position, we are 

able to see how Hamza’s Islamic faith, South Asian heritage and masculinity intersect in his 

ongoing negotiations on the university campus.  The underlying post-racial and convivial 

discourses explored by Harries (2017), provided the milieu for these negotiations.  Within 

this milieu, identifying difference is akin to being racist and thus negotiations change to suit 

different parts of the campus and different people who inhabit these places.  From Hamza’s 

position those portraying a shared partying, competitive, secular, sport culture were 

majoritively White students.  It is this Whiteness and his own Muslim Brownness that was 

both produced and producing of Hamza’s experience of student life.    Privilege lay with 

those able to share in this Whiteness, who faced less fundamental racialised challenges to 

their everyday student life.  There is a tangible fear that under a potentially accusatory gaze, 

Hamza’s South Asian, humble, Muslim self would be rejected and become suspected of 

wanting to damage post-racial conviviality.  Privilege shifted to those who could converse 

with Whiteness and as a non-White, non-secular, non-partying student, Hamza trod a thin 

line.  Discussing lecture material and football in lectures and a multi-faith room were places 

and moments within which Hamza worked with this privilege.  However, the dominance of 

the partying, competitive sport culture, meant those who did not share this way of being a 

student, gathered together, and thus became racialised.  As a group of South Asian men they 

were clearly identifiable and the absence of a common language about faith and different 

ways if living, meant they appeared to be exclusive to the Whiteness that defined them.  The 

bond of Islam, Friday prayer, celebrating Eid were not visible, only their Brownness where 

downtime, faith and with it, non-whiteness, was spatially allowed to be itself in a separate 

nondescript part of campus.  Being away from the potential accusatory gaze worked for both 

sides of the negotiations, out of view and mind, and in being so, was permitted to exist.  



This approach of combining intersectionality with a transactional sense of ‘becoming’ 

allows insight into the ongoing experience of race, faith, and masculinity.  The walking 

interviews help to support this sense of ongoing experience in which past, present and future 

come to demonstrate the experiences of being a South Asian, male, Muslim who is following 

a career in sport and physical education.  From this example, we can see how Whiteness and 

Brownness are constituted in subtle everyday transactional relations that privilege a 

Whiteness of secular, partying and sporty-bravado-competitive, while Brownness is overtly 

gathered, supressed Islamic and fearful of upsetting convivial, post-racial discourses.  A 

semi-permeable glass wall allows Islamic Brownness to be present, affiliated and protected 

against potential friction with the dominant milieu of secular, partying privilege Whiteness of 

post-racial conviviality.   A multi-faith room helps this wall to shift wider to the walls of its 

non-descript, off limits appearance.  Here Brownness becomes more Islamic, relaxed, 

shoeless, and away from potential accusatory suspicion of being radical troublemakers.   

Sullivan’s (2001) important distinction between raciation and racialism provides a 

position of possibilities in which dialogue between Brownness and Whiteness can act to shift 

the White privilege of the dominant student narrative.  While transactional theorising 

preserves race through raciation, the possibility is created for reflection upon the architecture 

of race created through its mutual constitution.  In this example, Whiteness in the classroom 

and sports centre becomes privileged in its command of a student narrative that is about 

partying and being sporty-bravado-competitive.  It is in exploring how Hamza’s experience 

of campus life is produced and producing that creates the possibility for promoting dialogue 

between his Brownness and the dominant Whiteness of the student culture.  Specifically, 

sharing the exclusivity and privilege created by not having to question affiliation to a partying 

and sporty-bravado-competitive aspect of this culture.  More significant is the urgency to 

develop an understanding about the experience of students working not to perpetuate 



racialised religious stereotypes.  In sharing these narratives there is potential for seeing, 

exploring, appreciating, and enjoying difference which may help to undo and shift the 

exclusion and inequality maintained by post-racial, convivial discourses (Harries, 2017).  

Exploring other student narratives may also help to explore the heterogeneous nature of 

Whiteness and Brownness and common ground in which to redo experiences such as the 

exclusion and fear felt by Hamza.  It is envisaged that further data collection and exploration 

will also help to develop contextual material to support ongoing dialogue between staff and 

students about race, ethnicity, and privilege.   

 

The authors would like to thank the student for his involvement in this study and the 

reviewer’s comments in helping to prepare this paper for publication. 
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